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SGA sets plans for 2003-2004 school year
Adam D. Krauss

tions for every class.”
“It's not a test. It's an evalua
tion,” Rodrigues said.
“Right now what [the forms]
ask you is information for the chair
of the department,” Harlow said.
“We want to ask more questions of
specific teaching style.
More
importantly than do you recom
mend [a teacher] is exactly how
are they teaching you.”
At the end of each week,
Rodrigues sits down'with Dean

Journal Staff

Topping the priority list this
year for the president of the
Student Government Association
is creating a new constitution,
installing cash machines on cam
pus, developing a universal
teacher evaluation form and
increasing voter participation
among students.
President Dave Rodrigues, a
senior, who spent a good chunk of
his summer reorganizing aspects
of SGA, said the association is
“undergoing [a] voluntary consti
tutional review instituted by the
executive board,” which consists
of three other members.
In its current state, Rodrigues
said, the constitution is a “weird
document. It doesn't read well.
It's not very student-friendly. It
needs to be reorganized and
streamlined to fit what we need to
do with students.”
Rodrigues is stressing the
importance of student involvement
in drafting a new constitution,
which was last modified in 1998.
“It will be presented to the student
body before it is enacted,” he said,
explaining in order for its passage
a minimum of 250 signatures is
required.
Rodrigues expects a new con
stitution to be ready for student
approval in three weeks or less. “It
hasn't been finished yet,” he said.
In the coming weeks students
can expect a steady push from

Andri Hery - Journal Staff

SGA President Dave Rodrigues presides over the Finance Committee’s weekly meeting in Donahue.
SGA members to promote interest
and discussion over the constitu
tion. “I'm going to stand at the
comer of Temple Street between
classes with a clipboard and a pen,
saying, 'Hey these are the changes
we'made, what do you think?' The
least we can do is try...We're
going to get out there and start an
absolute grassroots campaign,”
Rodrigues said.
One of the more significant
changes to the constitution,
according to SGA Vice President
Becky Harlow, a junior, will allow
for students outside the govern
ment association to submit their
own legislation for approval.
Harlow said it is “basically to get
students more involved in their
own government. The old consti
tution didn't have any way for you

to write legislation in it.”
Other changes to SGA this year
include new meeting times. Now
SGA meets on Thursdays, two
days later in the week compared to
last school year.
“We switched it because we
thought it worked better and gives
us a five-day work week...and
allows committees to meet
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
and then report back Thursday,”
Rodrigues said.
In addition, now editorial board
meetings are open to SGA com
mittee chairs, creating “better
communication between elected
executive members and committee
chairs who are all working togeth
er,” Rodrigues said.
Rodrigues said this year SGA is
working to bring ATM cash

machines to Suffolk's campus.
Rodrigues said SGA has been
trying to do this for at least five
years, but feels now with the new
dorm on Somerset Street the surge
in student population will prove
that the technology is “needed
more.” “We're working on it,” he
said.
Harlow views cash machines as
a major boost for campus life. “1
think it would actually help ticket
sales for clubs and events,” she
said. “If 1 know that Citizens Bank
is the ATM on campus, than that's
the account that I'm going to get.”
Members of SGA also want to
implement what Rodrigues called
a standardized “universal teacher
evaluation form” so students can
better “judge a class” and not get
bogged down in “different evalua

Nancy Stoll to discuss an array of
campus issues that affect the edu
cational integrity and collegiate
experience of thousands of stu
dents. Rodrigues said their latest
meeting last Friday was veiy pro
ductive and that the two enjoy an
“open dialogue and discussion.”
He said it's an opportunity to “tell
her evetything that's pressing” and
give her an idea of SGA objec
tives.
During the meeting they dis
cussed recent problems with the
campus' residence computer net
working system, Rodrigues said.
He said they went over lapses in
communication between residents
and Management Information
Services and agreed to work
together to promote “better flow of
information." Rodrigues said with
in hours of their meeting fliers
were up in the 150 Tremont Street
dorms explaining the technologi
cal breakdown and what was being
done to reverse the issue.
Also, “a lot of facility issues”

see SGA, page 3

Band of students
focus on environment
Jenn O’Callaghan
Journal Staff

Concern for the environment is
bringing students together to form
Suffolk
Students
for
Environmental Action. The group
is looking to create awareness and
address key environmental issues.
Members hope to be recognized
by the Student Government
Association within the next few
weeks.
“We put in our constitution
yesterday and hope that it will be
accepted in a week or two,” said
Jack Hamm, a sophomore, treas
urer of the group.
Once
Students
for
Environmental Action is a recog
nized organization, they will
attempt to determine which envi
ronmental issues they would like

to focus on. Nevertheless, one
clear goal articulated by Hamm is
to develop "a better recycling pro
gram because it is a huge issue,
especially on a college campus.”
Currently there are bins for
recycling paper on campus, but
there isn't a recycling program for
bottles, cans or plastic. The group
also would like to look into what
happens to computers once they
are no longer usable because dis
posing of computers is becoming
, an increasing environmental con
cern, Hamm said. The group
hopes to “expand recycling to all
recyclable materials on campus,”
Hamm said.
Another area that
the group will be focusing on is
environmental awareness. They
hope to educate members and oth-

see Recycle, page 3
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The Ashburton Park behind the State House has partially reopened. Exterior renovations to the
building that began nine months ago forced the park to close. According to Neil Kilpeck, super
intendent at the bureau of state office buildings, the north side of the park that runs parallel to
Derne Street is open, however, the stairwell leading up to the park is set to open in November
after a memorial to law enforcement officers killed in the line of duty is erected. The south side
of the park, which runs along Mt. Vernon Street, will remain closed for the foreseeable future
because it is "a coal pocket...where coal was stored for heating" the State House in its primitive
years, Kilpeck said. He would not comment whether new security precautions would be put into
place when the park fully opens.
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Briefs

Environmental Architect to speak at Suffolk
environmental architect, on September 18th
Theatre. The lecture will be funded by the Lowell
and is free and open to the public. The lecture,
Cradle: A Design Revolution," will begin at 1PM.
tion call 617-305-1990.

at the C. Walsh
Institute of Boston
entitled "Cradle to
For more informa

New international programs director appointed
C. Gopinath of Arlington has been appointed undergraduate
nternational programs director for the Sawyer School of
/lanagement at Suffolk University. A skilled researcher in strategic
lanagement and international business, Gopinath is also an assoete professor of management at the Sawyer School.

uffolk Law opens new Concentration program
The Suffolk University Law School is pleased to announce the
Bning the International Law Concentration program. Suffolk Law
fessor Valerie Epps will serve as faculty director to ensure this
gram will remain in step with existing international options. This
centration was developed to better recognize the trend toward
'national commerce and global human relations. For further
mation- about' the Tnrtemational' taw ’Goncentratioir; ''Gbrttact/ Robert!, administrative director of academic concentrations,
L7-305-6201 (broberti@suffolk.edu) or The International Law
antration Faculty Director, Professor Valerie Epps, at 617-573(vepps@suffolk.edu).

hology Dept, to host Colloquium Series
folk Univeristy’s Psychology Department has announced the
lie for their 2003-2004 Colloquium Series. The schedule is
ws:
-lesday, Sep. 24, 3:00-4:30 p.m. - “Higher Level Social,
e and Moral Emotions," McDermott Conf. Room, Donahue

asday, Oct. 8,3:00-4:30 p.m. - "Developmental Counseling
apy: Wellness Over the Lifespan," Donahue 403
sday, Nov. 12, 3:00-4:30 p.m. - “Cultural Dilemmas in the
to Community Crises: Lessons from Recent Disasters,"
f03
day, Dec. 10, 3:00-4:30 p.m. - “Sleep, Dreams ^and
'Cognl^ve l*ieurosclence‘ApprlMcft5’Dona1f^^^^ “IQS' “ “
lay, Feb. 11, 3:00-4:30 p.m. - “Sustainability and the
irience," Location TBA
3y, Mar. 10, 3:00-4:30 p.m. - “Hearing the Unspoken:
the Boundary of Two Cultures," Location TBA
/, Apr. 14, 3:00-4:30 p.m. - “The Impact of Civil Strife
•apy Groups in Northern Ireland and its Implications
.ocation TBA.
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Examining Suffoik’s gem:
An insider’s perspective of the new 10 Somerset dorm
Diana Rossi
Journal Contributor

What do you call a 19-story
building with an incredible view,
an atrium, a cafeteria with flat
floor-to-ceiling windows?
The 345 students who live
there may call it home, but in the
back of some students' minds the
new dorm at 10 Somerset Street is
fitll of kinks.
As the students in this “state of
the art” dormitory piled in on
move-in day, most were aston
ished by the amazing view, which
■ from some rooms stretches from
the Boston Harbor to the Charles
River.
But what happens when the
view is simply just not enough?
What happens when students start
to see that this incredible building
is a little unfinished?
Once students tore themselves
away from their windows, little
imperfections started to appear.
Arguably the biggest concern of
'ifidst ■'bf The-•rb’MderitS^'‘'at
Somerset dorm is the bathrooms.
You might find it interesting
that in the new dorm bathrooms
connect two separate rooms to
form a cluster.
Although there are locks on the
inside of the bathrooms, there is
absolutely no way to lock your
cluster mates out of your own
room if the lavatory is not being
occupied.
Students have expressed con
cern over this, especially those
meeting their neighbors for the
first time.
Asked what precautions would
be taken if a resident discovered
their things missing from their
room, and presumed one or more
of their cluster mates was to
blame. Officer Willere Benjamin
of Suffolk University Campus
Security said: “I had no idea the
rooms were like that, but if an
issue like that is reported, all we
can do is ask questions. We don't
have cameras in the rooms, so it
would be hard to prove anything.”
The first instinct of many stu
dents is to go to security when
something is missing, but campus
security actually caimot do any
thing about it.
In fact, the security guards
aren't even allowed in our rooms
unless students let them in.
Students should talk to
Shannon Werner, director of resi
dence life at 10 Somerset Street, if
they experience a problem within
their cluster.
Werner said that the office
“hasn't had any problems to speak
of... that we know of”
sShe'-. Tassured>.w residents -r-at ■
Somerset that if something does
happen, however, the situation

.Ancfri Hery - Journal Staff

Senior Matt Dindio goes room to room with toothbrush in hand.
would be handled “aggressively
by the residence life office. We
would take something like that
veiy seriously, and would work
with the resident assistants to han
dle it immediately.”
On the issue of why the rooms
were not equipped with locks to
keep rooms from being accessible
by cluster mates, Mike Feely,
counsel to the dorm project, said:
“The fire department and the
department of inspectoral services
required that there be no locks on
the outsides of the doors. It's a fire
and egress code issue.”
Werner said, “Everyone has to
have two exits out of their room,
and since the windows do not
open, that provides a second.”
Stacey Sklaver, a sophomore
who lives at the dorms, held a pos
itive stance on the issue.
Sklaver said, “I like it because
if I forget my key, I can always be
let in through my cluster mates'
room.”
George Spirk, the resident
assistant for the 16th and 17th
floors, does not see the bathrooms
as such a major issue. “[A dorm]
is based on trust, whether it is your
roommate, or cluster mate, or
someone down the hall.”
•
■ j i!:Freshman.JohnTJarden -agrees.
“It doesn't really bother me that
much...I've been in other dorms

before and this is the nicest yet.
It's very modem and new,” he said.
It doesn't end there.
There are leaks from the handi
capped showers, the air condition
ing and heat modules cannot be
turned more than four degrees in
either direction and windows don't
open to let in fresh air.
Although these problems make
some at the dorm wonder why
they they pay so much money tc)
live on campus, students take
comfort in the fact that residence
life listens to residents' concerns
and all of these problems are given
adequate attention.
Werner said the handicapped
showers have already been reme
died, and said the AC/heat issue is
currently being worked on.
In the end, though, the consen
sus seems to be that the Somerset
dorm is an amazing building to
live in.
The lucky inhabitants of the
19th floor get the privilege to look
down on the State House (who
hasn't always wanted to be above
the law?) and the few who have
quads on some of the floors can
roll over in bed and see the sunset
through floor-to-ceiling windows.
Scores of students revel in the
V Tact that residents of the new derift
can leave seven minutes before
class and still make it on time.
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SGA 'rocking the vote’
open until...3 a.m. it would make it a little
better.”
In addition, the alliance, with the help of
were discussed, Rodrigues said. “We are
rapidly outgrowing our space. It's tough to Suffolk SGA members, wants to establish a
go in a classroom and not be able to sit voting block for students in the city.
“There are 100,000 students here and
down,” he said.
.«?Deaa-Stoiiagpees;-Rodriguesi'saidf'-'‘tthat-•■i'^Boston45^^6Oe,OO(If»e0ple55^aRodrigues*-**
the university is quickly outgrowing itself’ said, excited over the possibilities of such a
due to “increase popularity” and greater measure, which could eventually branch
out to the development of student lobby
enrollment.
“She hasn't told me what the university groups to represent their interests.
“I think Suffolk's involvement will
has planned,” he said.
Dean Stoll was unavailable for com allow the university to explore the pros and
cons of programming, policies and every
ment.
“In order for us to become a better uni day functions of Boston-area universities,
versity we need to grow and that starts first and give us a forum to express and address
with the student body,” Rodrigues said.
issues that concern students,” Duggan said.
This past summer, led by Rodrigues and
This past weekend, Suffolk SGA mem
Treasurer Sean Duggan, a junior, SGA bers attended a BIG conference at
joined the citywide Boston Intercollegiate Northeastern University.
Government, joining ranks with power
“It was fantastic,” Rodrigues said.
houses Harvard and MIT to deal with “People were really pleased they had a
“issues that are specific to Suffolk but tran forum to discuss civic issues.”
scend beyond Suffolk and encapsulate all
Elections for SGA's freshmen class and
of the campuses and students alike,” vacant positions will be held later this
Rodrigues said.
month. SGA is planning an open forum as
The alliance began last February and is well. Members of SGA will also be present
working on extending hours for MBTA at College Fest later this month.
trains beyond the 12:45 p.m. last ride.
According to Rodrigues, they will be out
■"‘''^^y^c^T'dtey^'keep'Me'rails'o^n mere rocking the vote.. .looking for hard
later?” Rodrigues wondered. “If it was working and impassioned students.”

SGA from page 1

You’ve Got News

Get The Suffolk
ournal in your
nbox
Register noiwonouriABbsitBandautomalicallj recei ue
an Email EdtiondthepaperiAilti euer^ newissue.
HeadlineNews ■ CollegeSports -Campus Calendar
Local Weather -Dail^ Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed... and it's free.

Making trash a topic
Recycle from page 1
ers outside the group about the environ
ment.
Possible modes of raising the awareness
level that the group may pursue include
having a table on campus where students
can get information and posters on environ
mental campaigns, Hamm said.
The group also hopes to develop
resources that they can use to guide students
who seek additional information about the
environment who may want to pursue
employment in the field. Hamm pointed
out that some faculty members at Suffolk

Hamm believes that college students are
concerned about the environment.
He said that the group has “about ten
people who are definitely members. We got
about 50 people interested in finding out
more about the group at the Activities Fair.”
Shortly after they are recognized, members
of the group hope to have posters around
campus with information on when and
where they will hold meetings.
Hamm, who started organizing the
group, said that his concern for the environ
ment really developed while he worked as a
commercial fisherman.

Hamm said this provides another oncampus resource for students.
Although the group has yet to do wide
spread promotion about their role on cam
pus, they do have a growing membership.

showed him a great deal about the pollution
it can cause.
Hamm recalled, “I got tired of seeing it
and decided to come back to school and do
something about it.”

www.suffolkJournal.net

9/11 inspires outreach
Amanda Bellamy

staff for On the Rise was available in the
Donahue building from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m.
Students stopped by to help with the mail
ing.
On the Rise aids at least 22 homeless
women a day, some with children. They
provide hot meals, showers and access to a
lawyer and doctor.
Through S.O.U.L.S. various drives and
donations have been collected at Suffolk to
help the program.

Journal Staff

After the events of September 11,2001,
President George W. Bush asked
Americans to step forward and sacrifice
parts of their lives for the betterment of
their nation.
Many responded by joining volunteer
programs such as AmeriCorps in record
numbers.
‘•'‘■Heft tft Sltfiblfc; studehts'toolcadvantage '
of the chance to become involved in volun
teer opportunities on campus.
■
Last week, to commemorate the second
anniversary of the terrorist attacks two
years ago, throughout the day students fre
quented the Donahue building to help
SOULS, the community-based service
group, with a mailing to aimounce the out
reach program On the Rise's new facility in
Cambridge.
Emily Oats, a member of the campaign

>

Wh«^''asked -abbGr-tte-'ttiSfretif,’ Oder'enthusiastically replied that the day went
“really good” and that having the opportu
nity to help the program was “so nice.”
Karina Manriquez, a senior, said she got
involved because she “was wondering
about opportunities on campus.”
She echoed the attitude of not only the
Suffolk community but the nation as a
whole.
Manriquez later added, “I wanted to
come out and do something.”
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Editorial
^tib I SAY IT'S

You /fA/ow /i5/{c^«rr zm

dasJoN To G-ARfJER

The TJnpatriot Act
The Patriot Act is a big problem.
Attorney General John Ashcroft went on a multi-state, coast-to-coast
tour of America to stump for the legislation. Students and activists
across the nation came out in fiery packs to denounce his claims that the
act cracks down on terrorists and has been instrumental in preventing
future attacks. Stronger legislation, known in some circles as Patriot Act
11, is apparently on its way. Our liberties have reason to seek counsel.
The Patriot Act is a direct assault on Americans' most basic - and
cherished - rights. It grants the federal government sweeping powers to
carry out an array of measures like wiretapping and sneak-and-peak
searches that are about as undemocratic as mushy apple pie.
It took some time, but Americans, especially young Americans, stu
dents all around, have evidently had enough, and have begun to take to
the streets to challenge the federal government. Last week, over 1,000
people of all ages from all sorts of backgrounds gathered around Faneuil
Hall - the so-called "Cradle of Liberty" - to protest the attorney gener
al's appearance there before Governor Mitt Romney and members of the
Boston Police Department, among other apparent Ashcroft supporters.
""‘¥ofIfie profestofS'w^o werelTtmlly tdcked'ouf'ofS^^^
ing, all they could do was chant and bang drums and proclaim, "This is
what democracy looks like." But, is it? Is that democracy, when people
who want to recapture the democratic spirit of their country are kept
inside pens, their only tool the echoes of their voice? Perhaps. But some
thing's wrong when people bound together to promote a fi-ee and just
society are made to scream at a building, especially when the person to
whom they're targeting inside has made it relatively clear that he's not
interested in their opinions - their rights. That doesn't seem to be accom
plishing much.
Just days after Ashcroft's Boston appearance. President George W.
Bush made a speech seeking to abolish certain sunset clauses of the
Patriot Act in addition to setting up more provisions that would make it
as easy as ever for authorities to be granted search warrants, among
other things. Certainly, the Bush administration feels good about the leg
islation they were able to push through Congress while the countiy was
still getting up from being crumbled to the ground. Who can blame
them? The Patriot Act is a band of demagogues' best weapon.
There are students on this campus who have had enough of this
administration's bully tactics. There are people in Washington, DC, like
Massachusetts' own Ted Kennedy, who has been about as hardcore an
opponent of the act as you will find, who are fighting for true patriot's
,,,.;;caHse;S<S,gwietiisie§,.the^n#jKejreiAeetn,,bJe^..T3ig.effprt
The Patriot Act is symbolic of another American problem: Instead of
dealing with the source of a problem - that which inflames people's tem
pers enough to smash planes into buildings - those in power decided to
create another problem, this one volatile enough to possibly cause this
■ nation to one day implode. Its name is the Patriot Act, and it is an intru
sive factor against which we must continue to strive.
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Letter to the Editor

Fisher’s warnings out of iine
Dear Suffolk Journal,
I am writing this letter because
I am deeply offended by an article
that appeared in last week's edi
tion. I am not an avid reader of the
Journal, however the headline
caught my eye. After reading
"Campus minister issues alert on
Christian groups", I felt compelled
to respond to the horribly inaccu
rate and virtually slanderous

It is a disgrace to me that

Adam D. Krauss
News Editor

EoR T}(E

"RATRtoT AcT^" lA/at XT 5AYS

TxME/V

as Suffolk cannot include
Christian groups.

remarks made about some very
legitimate Christian organizations.
It sickens me that our campus min
ister is so mistaken and demon
strates such ignorance about the
nature and practice of some of the
groups she mentions. As a
Christian, I am quite curious about
the "destructive tendencies" these
groups are apparently threatening
our campus with. Part of one's col
lege experience is exposure to new
ideas, new cultures and perhaps to

some new religions. I fail to see
why people attending a university
in a free country should be warned
against such experiences. Had
there been' justifiable cause for
concern presented in the article I
might have agreed that students
should be informed to use caution
in their encounters with such
groups.
However, such evidence was
not provided other than the gross
ly false accusations of gender
inequality and intolerance. Might I
you don't agree with something
doesn't make you intolerant. Last I
checked people were still allowed
to have their own opinions.
With that in mind I think we
should do just that and allow stu
dents whether they are new to the
country or just new to Boston to
develop their own opinions. Let
the students decide whether or not
they would like to change their
religion. I beheve they still have
that right and I think they are smart
enough to make that decision on
their own. If they are being told to
"wear certain types of clothes" and
"date certain types of people" I
give them enough credit to know

to get out.
I do not think that it is fair for
organizations such as Campus
Crusade for Christ and Intervarsity
to fall under the implied heading
of "cult" when they are legitimate
ly affiliated with many healthy
Christian churches in Boston and
across our nation. These are not
"new religious groups" but have
been around for quite some time to
primarily offer religious support to
Christians on college campuses as
well as any others who might be
^ifttef6stgd Irt’Tearhing^ifibfe-hboiflcf
Christianity. I fail to see the harm
in that. It is a disgrace to me that a
"diverse" campus such as Suffolk
caimot include Christian groups.
I can only hope that our cam
pus minister gets her facts straight
and stops giving out such horribly
inaccurate information to students
looking for religious guidance. It
saddens me to think that there
could be such disregard for the
truth. It is such a disservice to the
students at Suffolk.
Thank You,

Lindsay Sylvester
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Boston Confidential

An atheist’s creed
I must admit that my
eyes light up when the
opportunity to debase
organized religion comes
about, and thus, when Ms.
Sylvester's letter to the
editor (printed on the
opposite page) condemn
ing campus minister Rev.
Amy Fisher’s warnings
against Christian groups
soliciting on campus

'

This Boston Life

Just a little patience

have no interest in it.
Fisher is to be applauded on her warn
ings to new students concerning the
Christian groups, or, more appropriately, the
cults that continue to plague university stu
dents with their propaganda. Religious
solicitation is as offensive as it is silly, and
religious belief that goes beyond being a
personal truth is inherently misguided. I had
hoped that this nonsense of forcing or per
suading others to join your particular cult of
religious lunatics had obviously been

There's a certain level From there, it's finally time to head back to
of patience that comes Revere, otherwise called "home."
Running off a couple of Red Bulls and
along with being a col
lege student. I know that no lunch, the day continues to drag on.
I'm not alone here; every Much to my dismay, I forgot that I got
single one of you knows myself Involved in something that there's no
where I'm coming from. backing out of. A good friend of mine is get
Besides the effervescent ting married in Florida in October, and had
silhouette of weekend scheduled a tux fitting for that night. The
By
By
merriment, there's not last thing I need is an old Italian man sizing
much for us to look for- me for a tux, yelling at me because he
James
Chris
Dwyer
during the week. picked out the wrong size jacket. Will this
Cormier
- - caMe-in this %eek,-'I'c’dtild ■ ‘ Ttf(A'en*‘bbsdldte ■by*'theTatMdfy'tist''6f-1^
^'Thg'Td-ed' tfr-MftgThir ■’'daydver^d?'’
barely restrain myself. torical catastrophes such actions have
week's column about
With classes comes a bulky amount of
Allow me, however, a brief preface. For my caused. Perhaps I place too much faith in the above average college stress came to me last reading, none of which is mildly enjoyable.
entire life, from the moment of my baptism faithful.
Wednesday. After an atrocious round of After a half hour jog and talking to the girl
to the present day, I have been steeped in
I am impressed and pleasantly surprised Journal production, where I briefly consid friend on the phone for a while, it's finally
Christianity, or more specifically, its domi that Reverend Fisher was progressive ered tossing a printer through the glass win time for some well-deserved shut-eye.
neering parent, Catholicism. I attended enough to warn students towards skepticism dow in our office, the evening came to an
Now we're heading into the point of this
parochial school for twelve straight years, of these groups; misguided cousins though end shortly before the 4 a.m. mark. For the column. College is not an untamed ride
from kindergarten to my seiuor year in high they may be, they are still part of the larger record, it's not amusing in any way when the through life; there are many arduous com
school, with all its inclusive theological dysfunctional Christian family to which cab driver, who had remembered driving the ponents that fulfill a student's life. Sure, I
propaganda. The majority of my family are even the most unassuming of the faithful Suffolk Journal kids home every Tuesday may not be the textbook example of that
practicing Catholics.
belong. The Boston Church of Christ, ' night last semester, tries to ensure me that undergraduate, but 1 still know how you feel
I can therefore rather confidently affirm Campus Crusade for Christ, Intervarsity, college students would love his jokes.
when there's a paper due tomorrow morning
that my opposition to religiosity in the Jews for Jesus - these are groups which are
Home sweet home, right? No. Intelligent and there is a plethora of panic.
majority of its incarnations is based in edu unabashedly anti-homosexuality and who me, I decided to register for an 8 a.m. class
I've been there and I've done that; as a
cation, not ignorance. I have heard define humanity as living in sin. Such views on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays senior I can reminisce about the days where
Christianity present its case, have consid are simply unacceptable, and wrong. It can against the good will of a friend who strong a 20-page English paper would be started
ered it at great length, and have summarily not be stated more simply. The corrupt, prej ly advised me against doing so. That leaves and completed in barely one night. Is this a
rejected it as part of the overall theme of udiced hierarchies and frameworks that a little more than an hour of sleep. It's quite dire characteristic to retain? Not so, in my
superstitious mysticism that has defined form the structure of organized religion are funny; a blue line train ride on the MBTA opinion. How did I get by, you ask?
human religious thought since the begin precisely the problem with religion today. goes by a lot quicker if you pass out while Boatloads of patience. How do I not pull
ning of time. That said, I hold no grudges; I Modem Christian thought, and most mod listening to Metallica.
hair out my head after having days like the
maintain a great affection for my ye^s in em religious thought in general, is founded
Now it's time for that 8 a.m. class, where ones J have just descrjbed to.yqu? Patiei\ce,,^^,,
Catholic school, and never aifow rny beliefs upon mtolerance, prejudice, fear, and false I casually daydream about being back at baby. It doesn't hurt to have a wild weekend
to cross the line from polemical discourse to hood. In the words of Thomas Paine, “What home, sleeping in my comfortable bed.
in Beantown either, that'll surely scrape
religious prejudice. I classify myself as an is it the Bible teaches us? — rapine, cmelty,
This horrible day could be worse, how some of that stress off your back.
atheist. I maintain an open mind to that and murder.” Indeed, I could spend an entire ever, as I only have classes until 1 p.m. I
In the words of the eminent Axl Rose,
which is thus far beyond the capacity of column simply listing the grievous failings know what you're thinking here: "Hey "Just a little patience, yeah..."
human thought and to the possibility that I the Catholic Church alone has to offer.
buddy, stop your bitching." I promise,
may someday be proven wrong. But I place
Chris Dwyer is the Editor-in-Chiefofthe
Organized religion has plagued humani there's a point to this column, and we'll get
little to no value on blind religious faith, and ty and inhibited its progress for as long as there eventually.
Suffolk Journal and can befound on Suffolk
above all, I believe religion to be utterly per there has been progress to be made. I could
The afternoon brought upon some won Free Radio as part of The Rock Show. Head
sonal, having absolutely no place in politics, rail against it, against its injustices and derful meetings that are unfortunately on over to www.suffolk.edu/radio to listen.
public education, or moral philosophy. This inconsistencies, but my small voice would mandatory for the big chief of this paper.
is my creed.
not be loud enough - more akin to an ant
I have never met Reverend Fisher, screaming defiance at the ignorant child that
Suffolk's campus minister, had hardly heard has destroyed its hill. I must be satisfied
Have something to say?
anything from the Interfaith Center since I with the possibility that my voice, small as
Comments, questions, or criticism?
was introduced to its existence during fresh it is, might reach a sympathetic ;ar here at
Let us know.
man orientation, and that is how it should Suffolk - for in our arena at least, these are
be: Suffolk's spiritual atmosphere is appro issues which are within our control.
Letters to the editor can be sent via e-maii to
priately passive - there for those who wish
James Cormier can be reached online at
suffolkJournal@hotmaii.com, or typed in directiy at
to seek it out, and inoffensive to those who http://www.bostonconfidential.org.

http://www.suffoikJournal.net.
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Striving for peace and survivai of iife on earth
Peace and the survival of life on earth, as
we know it, are threatened more and more
every day by human activities that lack a
commitment to humanitarian or conserva
tionist values.
Destmction of nature and the abuse of
the planet's natural resources displays soci
ety's total disregard for the environment, a
complete lack of respect for the world and
its inhabitants, and good old-fashioned
human greed.
This lack of respect extends to all of the
inhabitants of the world. If acts that degrade
and diminish the planet and its defenses and

resources are not stopped, or at least slowed
down, future generations will inherit a vast
ly degraded planet lacking many of the orig
inal animal and plant species that existed
while we were here.
In his novel "The Fate of the Earth,"
Jonathan Schnell vmtes:. "Extinction is not
something to contemplate; it is something to
rebel against."
I will not insult your intelligence by
going over the many species that have been
erased from history due to humans.
But I will say that the extermination of a

species or a race of people is unacceptable. sealers profit from the seal pelts and penis- from the thrashing, still-alive whale to sell
Nowhere can these threatening actions be es buys them the equivalent of, maybe, a 30 at the market. And those whales hold quite
viewed more readily than in the way that pack of Bud Light and a pack of smokes. a lot of blubber for the market.
You may find yourself wondering, how
humans treat their less fortunate animal (The penises are sold in China as traditional
brethren.
Chinese medicine; dried penis powder is is that scientific? Well, it's not. There is no
In Newfoundland, for a few months out mixed and drunk for virility. It also serves as evidence or research gathered from scientif
of the year, fishermen of that province put a remedy for various ailments.) A sealer is ic whaling.
The only thing that is gained from it is
aside their fishing gear and pick up their lucky to receive a few dollars for one seal
monetary gain - good old greed powers the
clubs, picks, gaffs, and spears, and they pelt.
head out for the haip seal himt.
I wonder if any of you have ever seen whaling machine, nothing more and noth
Every year, thousands of harp seals con ostrich-skin boots? They are as ugly as sin, ing less.
verge on the large ice floes in the Gulf of St. but they sell for over $300 in some clothing
We do not have to "bring the outside in."
Lawrence to mate and give birth to pups. catalogs.
Instead, we should enjoy nature as it is, nat
The Canadians have decided to resume and
Now where are society's values when it ural, and not spoil it by trying to transplant
subsidize the killing of over 350,000 harp costs $300 for a pair of boots made from a it. Why must we humanize everything? Is it
seals between the ages of two and four- bird that I've never even seen up close and so that we can understand it better? Is it
fWoekSf>Th& seals- ^e^ehased.;aeress; the^^ ^sonalj^yet;-fer-onlya«d®llasaadayjiaayoa&; .--■because iwe love' it sor-much;.
by the sealers, clubs crushing their skulls, can help feed a starving child in Kosovo, make it a part of our souls? No, it is because
spikes cracking through their jaws.
Kenya, Alabama or Arkansas? All of this in we greedily want it for ourselves.
In any case, many times the skulls are the name of vanity. It is deplorable.
We want to own nature and the natural,
not crashed and the seals live through the
And then there is the subject of "scientif to possess it. In doing so, we end up raining
blow to the head. This is tragic for the seal ic whaling." This is what the two countries and destroying beauty in its most basic
because if it lives, it will feel the pain of like to call the slaughter of what is one of form.
being skinned alive by the sealer.
One of the most enlightened eras of
the most gentle, loving, intelligent, and
This is a horrible thing to watch; if you obviously enormous, animals in the world.
Chinese philosophical thought was the
look closely, you can still see the seals
Now imagine that benevolent, docile Chun Qiu Warring State period of 200 B.C.
writhing imder the pain of the skinning.
creature being shot through the stomach A man named Zhuang Zi was one of China's
It is a gruesome sight to see thousands of with three or four explosive grenade-headed most brilliant thinkers, and he came out of
skinned two-week-old harp seal pups piled spears, then dragged onto the ship where it this time period.
on top of each other like so much garbage.
He said, "Heaven and earth and I coexist.
is bled dry of thousands of gallons of blood.
The saddest thing about the whole hunt The butchers proceed to carve large squares The world and I are one." May we all strive
. is that when all is said and done, what the' of flesh - approximately 15 inches square - to feel this way at the end of the day.

Fighting the good fight without vioience
One of my favorite quotes is "Those who
make peaceful revolution impossible make

revolution impossible, also make violent
revolution impossible.

lution possible. We need to change the liiles
("we" being the sane and compassionate

violence as acceptable only when it is gov
ernment sanctioned: anything else is viewed
as criminal. How else could cluster bombs
be all right if breaking a Starbucks window
is intolerable?
The masses don't have the stomach for it.
Radicals don't even have the stomach for it.
They spend far too much time arguing over
the technicalities between pacifism and
non-violence to ever reach a place where we
could effectively pick up guns and bombs
and shoot and kill to overthrow the capital
ist system and replace it with anything else.
So, it looks like its time to reevaluate.
If we can't make violent revolution
viable, then we need to make peaceful revo

Big business gets to write our laws
put the neo-con "revolution" in its place: the
because they make or break elections. It's
past.
Let's learn our lessons from it, come about time we started controlling our own
together and get rid of Bush, and move on government.
It's a bitter pill to swallow. Reform isn't
from there.
Then we need to change the way elec nearly as fun as revolution. It is clear how
toral politics work. If we all stop playing ever that we will not be bombing our way to
passive roles in elections, we have the world peace, and we won't be educating our
way to any mass uprising.
power to make politicians need us.
Revolution was the Zeitgeist in the six
The grassroots really do have power, and
we are the grassroots. If we "play" politics, ties, but that door has been shut and bolted.
then no president will be able to win with It's sad, but we all need to deal with it; there
out us. Two hundred and fifty thousand are no more revolutionaries. We can be
skilled volunteer organizers in the field will reformers or we can be marginalized.
I know what path I will take. I'm sick of
beat all the money in the world.
.
fighting
the good fight. I want to win.
If we change the rales, if we take hold of

"ifHSvif^)^ff b^

^lfefiffeVctoi6rihb\?itabKf'’WibiifecFf&"
JFK.
That line has served me as an optimisti
cally grim prediction of the future of the

Rob Laurent
"movement" for social justice. I like to paste
it into my papers and speeches and wave my
fist at the system, stubbornly pointing out
supposed weakness in its unparalleled
might. It sounds really nice and it makes me
feel good. That's what quotes are for.
In practice, those who make peaceful

the power that we have to elect (or reject)
the elite white men running for president,

^h theiMg:''

Large advice for the largest freshman class
...V .ypo'j.rqadipg, Jie ^ %ffol^„,

press release titled, "Suffolk University
Welcomes Largest-Ever Freshman Class in
2003", I decided to dedicate this article to
all of you freshman. Because all in all you
are the class that keeps the upperclassmen's
tuition lower and our parents from filing
bankruptcy.
As a freshman, there are some things you
need to learn and aspects of college life that
you must understand. Rather than finding

Michael Fruzzetti
out the hard way, I have decided to put forth
my valuable wisdom, which should in fact
be beneficial to your success or failure (I
have yet to say my methods are foolproof)
in your first year of college.
Now I should start by telling you that
college is not easy, but I'm not going to do
tiiat,-;-and4nstead;'rteIhyouvhow«itdsi possible
to get through your first year trouble-free.

grades; do your homework as assigned, a mediocre grade in a class, you can always
attend parties on the weekends and not blame the extracurricular activity.
weekdays (well ok, just a little drinking and
Here is the perfect line for you to use:
partying during the school week) and final "The only reason why I didn't meet your
ly, treat-your professors like they brought expectations was because I had to sit
you into this world.
.
through meetings and go to the organiza
Actually I take that back, because we all tion's events. I would have done much bet
know how we treat our parents - those ter had I not been so distracted and busy
wicked people that they are. Instead, just with the club I joined." It is a classic excuse,
kiss the professors' ass. The combination of but one that is sure to lessen the scolding
the three are sure to get you good grades, or and extensive lecture.
at the least make you feel like you did some
Now for all of you commuters trying to
thing other than yawn and socialize in then- find your place in this article, I dedicate this
class.
following paragraph to you. Although I
For those of you that are fortunate lived in the dorms during my spring semes
enough to have your parents pay for your ter, the fall semester was filled with beeping
college education, it is good to show them horns, profanity and, of course, the middle
that you are actually making an attempt to finger. My commute consisted of a 45make your thirty thousand dollars worth minute headache that I contracted while sit
while at Suffolk. Although we think empty ting in bumper-to-bumper traffic, but it was
beer bottles display productiveness, parents n't over yet. I musm't forget to tell you about
like to see that their children are getting the 30-minute T ride, which consisted of
■^Mivxjlved^imthe UniveisityJs programs.-J«st-*- ■being‘‘mtshed=’betwcen‘aff"obese'^gQy’4ii''-a'to appease them, join a club or get involved suit that was suitable for a midget and the

tl^t.h^ jter pq^ketbook.wcd^ecLijj,,,,
my ass. Trust me, I know how bad it is, so I
can give you this one solution. Do some
thing that will make everyone want to get as
far away from you as possible. For example,
while driving on the highway sporadically
swerve into other lanes and scare other
motorists. This will enable you to coast
through traffic with less cars cutting you off
and attaching themselves to your bumper.
On the T everyone knows there is one thing
that would clear the train car; I'll let your
imagination come up with that one.
I would like to give you more advice, but
it is best that you discover some things on
your own.
You can take this article for what it's
worth, a masterpiece, and consider utilizing
some of my tips in your everyday freshman
lives.
Your first year is always the most diffi
cult - at least you think it is until you get to
your sophomore year - so strive to achieve
overnight.

a
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The dark perfect step in a circular direction
Chris Dwyer
Journal Staff

'

A Perfect Circle are of those so-called
“supergroups” that levitate above the realm
of their collective.
In their case, the end product could be

me in. Eye on what I'm after, I don't need
another friend. Smile and drop the cliche 'til
you think I'm listening. I take just what I
came for, then I'm out the door again.”
Soon after, Howerdel's spectral leads and
Dia's palm-muted riffs gamer on the edge of
metal, convincing us the "rock" is still there.
“The Noose” follows in similar fashion.

considered more admirable than the indiyidual’'members'«rigmal?counterpartSi'. --'-- ■ ' ^jKeenaiF-frades'•off-'bianohed''Vocals-^with *'*

Thirteenth Step, the band's second opus,
furthers the dimensions found on their
debut, 2000's breakthrough MerDe Noms, a
disc in which many shrugged off as a one
time lucky strike of a side project.
This time around, the lineup deviates for
the better, as returning members Maynard
James Keenan (fresh off the Tool train),
founding mastermind Billy Howerdel and
session drumming expert Josh Freese are
joined by former Smashing Pumpkin James
Iha and low-ender Jeordie White, aka
Twiggy Ramirez, formerly of Marilyn
Manson.
The album lingers on the side of dark
beauty; it is a collection of painful retro
spection and one of vague yet ravishing
concept.
Opening track “The Package” clocks in
at over seven minutes, and for the most part
it contains a haunting relay between deep
bass, light dmms and Keenan's unearthly
croon.
“Clever got me this far, then tricky got

Freese's muffled beats before empting in an
avalanche of bludgeoning guitar frenzy.
“And not to pull your halo down, around
your neck and tug you to the groimd, but I'm
more than just curious how you're planning
to go about making your amends to the
dead,” laments Keenan on the tune's seduc
tive choms.
Lead single “Weak And Powerless” is a
short romp through Thirteenth Step's most
enigmatic highlights.
White's brooding bassline is walloped
throughout, adding an edge of caliginous
proportion to Keenan's dusky lyrics, “Little
angel go away, come again some other day.
Devil has my ear today. I'll never hear a
word you say.”
Unlike most of the tracks on the disc,
Howerdel and Iha keep the chord stmctures
simple, providing a fairly monumental tone.
“A Stranger” is an ornate acoustic num
ber, while “The Outsider” is almost a
straight-ahead rocker, complete with an
anthemic choras and distorted crunches of

Photo courtesy of Virgin Records

A Perfect Circle brace the edge of gloom on their second disc, Thirteenth Step.
guitar.
“Crimes” plays the weird end and has
Keenan counting to ten with a siihple backbeat in the foreground.
■
“The Nurse Who Loved Me,” originally
recorded by Failure, is a mere exploitation
of orchestra and a very unnatural Keenan
singing in pop tone,
“I'm taking her home with me all dressed
in white, she's got everything I need, phar
macy keys. She's falling hard for me I can
see it in her eyes, she acts just like a nurse
with all the other guys.” ■
'wcouM be
b^^esT'
rocker, as Howerdel and Dia's downtuned

riffage would easily fit on major rock radio.
Keenan's screaming layers perfectly over,
“Lay your head down child, I won't let the
boogeyman come. Count like the bodies
like sheep to the rhythm of the war drums.”
A Perfect Circle have broadened thenvisions on their new disc.
The addition of Jeordie White and James
Dia might have added yet another touch of
dim veteran musical montage, but it's truly
the connection between Keenan's haunting
lyrics and Howerdel's uniquely unearthly
songwriting that drives this disc.
Thirteenth Step is more than just an
album; it's a somber display of pulchritude.

'Lions’ is a roar for family
Amanda Bellamy
Journal Staff
Maybe it's the eyes or the inno
cent, disarming demeanor or
maybe Haley Joel Osment was
just innately gifted with the ability
to reduce an audience to tears.
“Secondhand Lions” may not be
the best movie ever made, but it is
a flick that delivers an edible bite
of the family movie genre.
Robert Duvall and Michael

tacky, but these incidents add
color and humor to the main plot
line centered around 60s Texas.
Director and writer Tim
McCanlies (also responsible for
“The Iron Giant”) is able to take
the audience from the backwoods
of Texas to a forgotten time of
romance and war in Afiica with
ease.
Duvall, not surprisingly, plays
the role of reluctant uncle and
troublemaker effortlessly. After a

Q§in^ .bfil)i3oDy.play;.:tWQ-.Agipg,.> .. hjief. stiat.-ini the .hospital, Duyall

Photo courtesy of New Line Cinema

Michael Caine and his shotgun shine in “Secondhand Lions."

cantankerous, Texan uncles oppo
site Osment's wayward 14-yearold. Supposedly in possession of
millions, the uncles eventually
soften towards Osment and
become the father figures he never
had.
Left by an absent-minded
mother, Kyra Sedgwick, Osment
is instructed to find the uncles' lost
treasure.
He instead spends his time with
the farm's pet pig, “Nice dog, nice
dog,” carousing with the numer
ous dogs and being generally sur
prised by his Texan uncles' reck
less behavior.
Along the way, Osment and
audience hear the tale of the broth
ers' time in Afnca. Flashback
moments,
ala
“Arabian
Nights,”may seem cheesy and

recovers and eats a lunch of BBQ
ribs. He finishes with a bar fight
worthy of Russell Crowe's praise.
British Caine delightfully
keeps pace with Duvall's Hub.
Possibly one of the more versatile
actors ever, Caine is able to deliv
er brilliant one-liners and solicit
empathy from the audience in the
same scene.
The two become counterparts
in scaring away salesmen, by
shooting at them with shotguns,
disposing of money-hungry rela
tives, by shooting at them with
shotguns, and fishing, by shooting
at them with shotguns.
There are the obligatory
moments of sap and bonding
between Osment and uncles.
Duvall shines when delivering a
section of “what every boy needs

to become a man” speech. Caine
warmly and whole-heartedly con
vinces a runaway Osment to
return home.
The title is inspired by the
"used" circus lioness Hub and
Garth purchase with the intention
of hunting down for sport in the
backyard.
The aged lioness provides no
game and finds a new position as
Osment's pet. In a moment of pure
cheese, despite the uncles' limited

.timeJpft- on Jhe planeu^they findj.
new positions in Osment's life.
Since unfathomable success
with “The Sixth Sense,” Osment,
with the exception of Disney's
“The Country Bears,” has made
incredibly wise and adult choices
when picking roles. “Secondhand
Lions” at its core is a coming of
age story centered around disillu
sionment and the need of a father
figure. Osment, characteristically
tugs at an audience's heartstrings.
There's nothing original or
unpredictable
to
see
in
“Secondhand Lions.” However
great cinematic moments, Caine's
Texan accent, Duvall's barroom
brawl and people with shotguns,
make it worth the ticket price. If
you feel like bonding and taking
your grandmother out on a date,
this is the movie.
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Neil Young brings “Greendaie” to Beantown

Concert

Adam D. Krauss

what to expect: a trip with Neil and
his old band Crazy Horse through
Journal Staff
the fictitious realm known as
Neil Young took the stage last Greendale.
week in Boston and announced,
Released just a few short
“These used to be new months back, Greendale (Reprise
songs...They're about a place records) is an album about a “little
called Greendale.” The crowd trip” to a “mellow place” where
cheered, the music rolled, and as if “about 20 to 25,000 people” enjoy
the man on stage had a little some the wonders of nature, according
thing extra up his sleeve this night, to the thick pamphlet that accom
a bodacious^ haryest ^moon gently panies the disc, which also comes
rose o^ meTi'arbor to cradle the" with a bonus DVD performance of
show.
Young at Dublin, Ireland in 1971.
Known to be the shaky type,
On this night Young was in
Neil Yoimg's shows, at least in the standard form. He nestled up to
past five years, have never been his microphone and for most of the
ones for those with set expecta songs stayed put, keeping his com
tions, simply because he's that ments short and his solos
good at shattering them all. But on stretched. Wearing faded jeans
September 10 at the FleetBoston and a Greendale t-shirt under an
Pavilion - thanks in part to the open collar shirt and a baseball cap
buzz around his new album to conceal his stringy hair. Young
Greendale - fans came knowing orchestrated a “rock theatre,” as

REVIEW
► Artist:

Neil Young
^ Venue:

FleetBoston Pavilion
► When:

■

September 10
;

While he sang and played, a cast
of characters performed behind
him on an elaborate stage that
embraced a set of a country town,
from house porches to neighbor
hood pubs to county jails.
Jamming with the band that he
has experienced some of his great
est musical moments with, togeth
er Young and Crazy Horse played
while the actors added a physical

► Rating: (out of 5 stars)

one concertgoer put it after the
show.
He played nearly every song
from Greendale, receiving huge
applause for “Falling from above,”
especially when he sang: “Sing a
song for freedom/sing a song for
love/Sing a song for depressed
angels/Falling from above.”

components - the music and the
play - offered fans a cinematic
experience to clench their hands
around. It was obvious that Young
was using the video screen behind
him to push some messages, like
the one of a billboard before a set
ting October sun in the desert
advertising Clear Channel that
read: “Support our war.” The
crowd liked that one. It was a
knock against corporate greed, pri

vate interests and the monopoly of
war.
Other songs played included:
“Carmichael,” which tells of a
police officer's last day on the job
in Greendale; “Grandpa's inter
view,” an account of one man's last
day on earth before he suffers a
heart attack trying to push mem
bers of the media off his property;
and “Bandit,” “Double E,” and
. “Deyil's sidewalk,” ainopg other§,.,.
For encore Young brought his fans
back to the 1970's with hardcore
performances of “Rockin' in the
Free World,” “My My, Hey Hey
(Out of the Blue),” and
“Cinnamon Girl.”
The crowd was a healthy mix
of people young and old. If any
one is going to be in California in
the next couple weeks, there are a
few more shows left on Young's
current tour of America.

Interested in writing for tW Arts and
E^ntertainment section?
Stbp ^ Dcnaj^ue

br email us at:
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SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

Family Weekend 2003
Tiday ~ Sunday
ctnbar 17-

Photo courtesy of Sor)y Pictures

Johnny Depp fuels the high octane rush of “Once Upon A Time In Mexico.”

Good 'time’ in 'Mexico’
Billy Thegenus
Journal Contributor

. Fall Fest
Join Suffolk University in celebrating the families
and friends of the campus community. Family
Weekend 2003 highlights inciude campus activities,

• Museum of Sdenoe
• Boston Duck Tours
• Taste of Boston
• Student Photo Exhibit

student performances, interactions with faculty and
staff and a special Suffolk Night at the Museum of
Science. Dine, tour, explore more than 400

• Worren's Varsity Volleyball
Tournament
• Residence Life Breakfast

.

and more...

interactive exhibits, view the Lightning Exhibit, and
see an IMAX movie at the Mugar Omni Theatre.
P llll.OIIKUn

Whether youD/e been a nd...itlS ai evst rti to be
missed.

A

OTUDHNT Acnvmiis
& SERVICF: LEARNING

Tor more inlorrnaiioahsif tet]'ffc?DT§iutetActlvitiBsat(ilSeific^[Earnkg Site

stop by the olfice in room 529 in tbe Donahue Building. Pre-ordered tickets are available on a first-come, first-serve basis.
with a limited of six tickets per family for each event Please submit registration forms with payments by Monday,
October Btb.
41 Temple Street, Boston, MA 02114. (P) 617.573.8320 (F) 617.305.1765 (Email) getinvolved@suffolk.edu

Once upon a time in the early 90s there
was a new breed of young and talented
directors.
One of them was a 23-year old who
wowed audiences with his debut “El
Mariachi.”
His name was Robert Rodriguez and in
1992 he could not have imaged a film
which only cost him $7,000 would pay off
so largely in his filmmaking career.
Over a decade later he has finally
brought us the latest film of the series,
“Once Upon A Time In Mexico.”
For starters calling Rodriguez a "jack of
all trades" is and understatement, he's more
like a “one man army.”
Having a cameo is practically the only
thing he didn't do in the flick. He not only
djreqfad, pd...pro4»Q^.^)ii.g jSlia hg„
was also the cinematographer, composer,
set designer, and editor.
The film stars Antonio Banderas, Salma
Hayek, and Johnny Depp. El Mariachi
(Banderas), or El as he is usually referred

to, is still being haunted by nightmares of
chilling memories of his past.
He weaves in and out of shadows barely
noticed but mostly stays secluded from the
world. Sands (Depp) is a CIA agent who
tries to get El to help him against the leader
of a notorious drug cartel.
Hayek Is once again playing the role of
El's girlfriend Carolina.
“Mexico” blends the elements of the
first two films very well. The movie was
shot digitally and it gives the film low
budget feel of the first.
Even though the movie cost $29 million
it still only one-third of most films put out
by Hollywood today, it definitely kept the
high paced action of the sequel. The film
seemed to lack a little in its plot. Though
the story was good it was a too complex
and not as easy to get as the first two films.
Personally I think it's worth at least a
. second yie.wing to fully,understand., QveEqy,.
“Once Upon A Time In Mexico” was a
well-added chapter of the series.
Though it is said to be the last chapter of
a trilogy, Rodriguez's work shows that the
digital era of filmmaking is just beginning.
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Matthews draws rounds of
laughs at C. Walsh Theatre

ypcoming
concerts

Claire Jeffers
Journal Staff

Sabrina Matthews brought the
C. Walsh Theatre to tears Monday
■
night.
A prominent comic figure in
the gay and lesbian community,
Matthews has performed world
wide and been the star of her own
Comedy Central show, “Out There
in Hollywood.”
Returning from a summer spent
touring
England,
Matthews
the C. Walsh Theatre for a free
performance exclusively for
Suffolk students.
This event, sponsored by the
Program Council and the Rainbow
Alliance and Diversity Services,
was declared a “success” by
Program Council President, Matt
Wilder.
Wilder says, “The main objec
tive was to see people enjoy them
selves and they did.”
Matthews, like a true comic,
poked fim of airlines and “failed
supermodel” flight attendants.
She encouraged the audience
members to participate in the
show.
When one patron was reduced
to crying hysterics, Matthews
stopped the show and allowed her

Black Rebel
Motorcycle Club

Kill Hannah

Avalon
15 Lansdowne St.
Boston, Mass.
Saturday Sep 20
7 p.m.

Paradise Lounge
969 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass.
Wednesday Sep 17
9 p.m.

*

*

^^tierepplionicis.
Paradise Rock Club
969 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass.
Sunday Sep 21
8 p.m.

Dillenger Escape
Plan
The Palladium
261 Main St.
Worcester, Mass.
Thursday Sep 18
7 p.m.
time to recover.
One show-goer received fash
ion tips from the comedienne,
“What's with the thermal shirt
underneath the T-Shirt?”
Some jokes were familiar to
those in the audience who had
seen her television show.
Matthews lampoons her obvious
lesbianism with statements like,
“You just thought this was an
unfortunate haircut?” and “I drive
a fruck. The surprises just keep on

commg.
Other topics Matthews high
lighted included masturbation,
“It's strange to hear a girl say
'whack off,' isn't it,” British slang
and her mother.
Matthews, who emits an acces
sible air, provided an hour and a
half of delightful distraction from
the rigors of University life.
She easily related to the college
audience and gained new fans
with ease.

t

*

*

A Mighty Wind Tour
The Orpheum
Hamilton Place
Boston, Mass.
Monday Sep 22
8 p.m.

The Distillers
The Axis
13 Lansdowne St.
Boston, Mass.
Friday Sep 19
7:30 p.m.

*

*
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Calling all college students:
Talk clear across the country with Sprint.

1000

Anytime Minutes for $40Jmonth FREE PCS Phone-

Call to anywhere in the U.S. from anywhere on the New England
a nd Ne w Y ork M et ro PC S Net wo rk.

Get the LG 1200 SiNokia 3585i FREE after
^100 savings (instant or mail-in) with
activation of a newline of service.

Nationwide Long Distance Included. Every Minute, every day.
......................... ■■■■■■■

..................:...............

..........:..............,..........................

_ :

Flexible credit options available-exclusively for students!
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Visit the Sprint Store or authorized retailer near you:

j^SprietSm
meetam

Boston
422 Boylston St,

IhiMSkHlt

Brookline
301 -03 Harvard Street

Save $36 - now only through September 30th!
Bring in this coupon to receive an activation fee refund at any Sprint Store or authorized retailer.
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Rich Parenteau

of taking control. Coach Elaine Schwager
praised the play and effort of Harrington.
■ “Jennifer was very huge for us, she just
It was a triumphant Saturday afternoon dominated,” Schwager said.
for the Suffolk University women's volley
An essential part to the team, Suffolk
ball team, as they defeated Lasell College “ran all of our offense essentially from
three games to one.
her,” said Coach Schwager.
The Lady Rams hosted Lasell for a
In the end, Suffolk's offense put Lasell
matinee match-up that Suffolk dominated away in game two, and Suffolk took a two
and controlled the entire afternoon.
games to zero lead in the match.
The best of five series started off with
It appeared as though Suffolk was
action and excitement that Suffolk would going to take out the brooms on Lasell and
carry throughout the entire match.
complete a three-game sweep.
Trailing early by a score as much as 17
But, Lasell showed signs of life and
10, the Lady Rams mounted an impressive toughness in the third game, mounting a
comeback, chipping away at the lead held comeback of their own.
by Lasell.
Lasell was down by as many as eight
Suffolk eventually took control of the points, but rallied back to take the lead and
■lead',vafld»hdd- offtLasellyTo 4alas^ftie= firsL’ ■the''game-and'cut-^ffuffoHt's'-overall-'
game 30-32.
lead two games to one.
It was more of the same in game two, as
However, Lasell was only delaying the
Suffolk came out on top of yet another inevitable, as Suffolk finished off Lasell in
back-and-forth game.
game four by a score of 24-30.
Led by plays fi'om senior captain
More outstanding team play by the
Jennifer Harrington, Suffolk showed the Lady Rams kept Suffolk on top throughout
relentless attack they bring to every match. the final game, and helped them win the
Harrington commanded the Suffolk
assault with rocket-like kills that gave
see Volley, page 11
Lasell little chance to revive their chances
Journal Contributor

Air*,..

Beni Bourinaris - Journal Contributor

One of Suffolk’s Lady Rams focuses on the task at hand.

©HADUAXi: gXXDXirXg...

Join

US

for a Welcome Bock event at

XOIHX
Open a Totally FREE Student Checking account
and you could win a Jeep Grand Cherokee.
As a student, you need all the value and convenience you can get. That’s why we created
the Totally FREE Student Checking'account It's easy to access and, like the name says,
totally free. You'll get a great account with lots of features that fit your lifestyle, like:
•
•
•

No minimum balance requirement
No monthly maintenance charge
FREE Visa®CheckCard

No fee to use other banks' ATMs nationwide"
FREE NetBanking and FREE BillPay
FREE incoming domestic wire transfers

Plus, when you open your new account, we ll give you an exclusive "Thank You" Gift and
enter you in our ImsI 4x4 Fun Sweepstakes—you could win a |eep^ Grand Cherokee! To open
your Totally FREE Student Checking account, visit us on the Web, call I -877-SOV-BANK
or stop by one of our conveniently located Community Banking Offices today.

Sovereign Bank
I-877-SOV-BANK

sovereignbank.com

Jeep^is a registered trademark of DaimlerChiysIer Corporatioo.
‘After starter checks, students purchase checks. “ATM owner may charge a separate fee. U.S. transactions onfyVisit your nearest Community Banking Office for sweepstakes details. No purchase required.
Member FDIC
02003 Sovereign Benk

147 Hanover Street
Boston, MA
fXkXSAY, OCXOBEIL 3H1)

Free for Suffolk University
Graduate
one
(21+ Event
Bring your Suffolk ID
For additional information contact the
Graduate Student Association at
GSA@suffolk.edu

Open Office Hours
With
President Sargent

Eleni Bourinarls - Journal Contributor

Tuesday, September 23
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
One Beacon Street - 25th Floor

Rams beat Lasell
match three games to one.
'
The team captains, Krystle Ongaco,
Jennifer Harrington, and Erin McMenimen
all agreed that a vital key to the win was
more of the team's remarkable passing, than
the violent spikes and offensive output.
“Passing is a real big thing,” said
Ongaco. “If s hard to do that stuff without
passing well.”
Suffolk's game plan, teamwork, and all
out effort undoubtedly made up the recipe
for a win.
The Lady Rams dove to keep the ball
alive and sacrificed their bodies one point at
a time.
Unlike Lasell, they looked set and ready
on every play, inviting the ball to come to
them.
•
Being prepared and focused may not

the end.”
Perhaps the most obvious quality of the
team is their tremendous unity.
The Lady Rams work together graceful
ly; from those who are out on the court, to
the rest of the team cheering and showing
continuous support fi-om the sidelines.
Jennifer Harrington knows teamwork is
important to help build team unity. “Ifs def
initely something we are focusing on, and
wilt be building more during the season.”
Coach Schwager added, “It is certainly
an expectation of ours to look like a team
out there. We have a very classy group of
ladies.”
With the win on Saturday, the Lady
Rams improved their record to 2-3 on the
season.
They look to improve in the standings
this Tuesday, when they host Umass
Boston, and Thursday when they play

Schwager sees as essential. “We're trying a
lot of things we haven't done before, and
those little things make a big difference in

Both games are at 7 p.m. and will be held
at the Ridgeway Gym for any and all to
attend.

Volley from page 10

President David Sargent invites You To Meet With Him
To Ask Questions, Express Concerns, Suggest Ideas,
And Tell Him How You Feel About Suffolk.
Please Take Advantage Of This Opportunity To Meet
And Speak With The President.
No Appointment Necessary.

He Wants To Hear From You!!

University Dateline
For more information for getting your event listed in Dateline
contact the Student Activities Office at (617) 573-8082.
Sept. 17

Sept. 19

Conversation Workshop, 12-12:50
PM in ELCA
Graduate Writing Workshop, 3:30
4:20 PM in ELCA
Com moff"^rotmtfs‘'€offfee"'m
PM in Donahue Cafe
AHANA
Student
Welcoming
Reception, 3:30-5:00 PM, Donahue
403
Metrowest Alumni Chapter: An
Evening of Early Americana,
Wayside Inn, 6 PM

Varsity Golf, Little 5 Tournament, 1 PM
Optional Practice Training, 1 PM
Graduate AHANA Student Social 6-9 PM
at the Harp, Free Admission with
•.SUffOlfelDf-,.-:.,^..

Sept. 18
Lowell Lecture Series, 1 PM, C. Walsh
STARS Meeting, 1-2 PM
Study Abroad Info. Session on Czech
Republic, 1-2:15 PM, Donahue 403
International Mentor Workshop, 1-2:15
McDermott Conference Room
Seriously Bent Auditions, 1:15 PM,
B104
Prounciation Workshop, 3-3:50 PM^ in

Sept. 20

MBA/MPA Info. Session at Merrimack
College, 6-7 PM

Sept. 23
Pronunciation Workshop, 3-3:50 PM in
SGA Elections, 1-3 PM, Donahue Cafe
Study
Abroad
Info.
Session:
Scandinavian Countries, 1-2:15 PM
Men's Varsity Soccer at UMASS Boston,
3:30 PM
Graduate Info. Session, 6-7:30 PM

Intercollegiate Leadership Summit,
9:30 AM
Cross-Country UMD, (m) 12 PM, (w)
11:15 AM
Women Tennis Match vs. Western New
Sept. 24
England College (H), 12 PM
Men's Varsity Soccer vs. Norwich Conversation Workshop, 12-12:50 PM
in ELCA
University, 1PM
Graduate Writing Workshop, 3:30-4:20
PM in ELCA
Sept. 21
Boston Red Sox vs. Baltimore Orioles,
Fifth Annual 5K Road Race, 10:30 AM, 7:05 PM Fenway Park
meet at the Lee MDC Pool
Women's Tennis Match vs. Pine Manor,
3:30 Pm
Sept. 22
GLBT Student Ally and Welcome
Conversation Workshop, 12-12:50 PM Reception, 3:30-5 PM, Donahue 403
in ELCA
North Shore Alumni Chapter:Tating
Graduate Presentation Workshop, 3:30- Australian Wine and Salem History
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Being a student,
you can live without a lot of things.
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Cable shouldn’t be one of them.
Get your first month of select Comcast Digital Cable packages featuring HBO for just $1!
Add Comcast High-Speed Internet for just $1 more! Plus get FREE basic installation!

@>mcast

1-877-407-7806 ■ comcast-ne.com
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